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This is why Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd is your most trusted marine detailing supplier.

Quality Has No Finish Line........

Trusted Professional Solutions to Clean, Restore 
and Protect Watercraft and Recreational Vehicles.

At Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd we believe that
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Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd services these industries with over 250 of Malco, Presta and Pacer specially formulated 
products. These marine and RV detailing products help maintain a boat or RV inside and out. Used widely by marine 
and RV OEMs and professional detailers, our portfolio of products includes boat and RV washes, general purpose and 
speciality cleaners, compounds, polishes and waxes, coatings, interior cleaners and more. 

Pacer  Auto  Products  Pty  Ltd  has  supplied  the  marine  and  recreational  vehicles  industry  with  premium  detailing 
products to clean, restore and protect your boat, personal watercraft, RV and ATV since 1996. Pacer Auto Products Pty 
Ltd are the exclusive Australian Distributor for Presta Marine, Presta and Malco and we manufacture our own range of 
marine products

Pacer Auto Products Pty Ltd offers professioal detailers and marine or RV enthusiasts a wide selection of products 
that meet environmental demands, performance expectations and ease of use requirements and deliver superior value.



Available: 946ml (166232)

Presta Marine Ultra Concentrated Boat Wash

Pacer Marine Premium Boat Wash (Pacer Grape Wash)

Available: 5L (321005), 20L (321020)

Available: 650ml (166322)

Presta Marine Glass Cleaners

Malco Water Spot Remover

Available: 591ml (113420)

Available: 5L (WCA5) and 20L (WCA20)

GLASS CLEANERS      
                                                                     

Pacer Marine Glass Cleaner (Pacer Window Cleaner Ammonia Free)

BOAT WASH             3
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Ultra  Concentrated  Boat  Wash  is  a  powerful,  phosphate  free  and  biodegradable  cleaner  that  removes  green 
algae, waterline stains, exhaust stains, salt,  fish  residue,  black streaks, dead bugs, dirt, grease and  grime  from 
marine  surfaces.  This  environmentally  friendly  boat  wash  can  be  safely  used  in  a  marina.  Dilution  rate 
1:400.  Safe for aluminium, fibreglass,  gel  coat  and painted surfaces.  Will  not strip wax or coatings and cleans 
without leaving streaks or residue behind.

Pacer  Boat  Wash  is  a  heavily  concentrated  wash  that  cleans  and  enhances  the  finish  on  all  boat  types.  It 
removes  salt  deposits,  oil,  fish  and  algal  staining  from  fibreglass,  gelcoat,  aluminium,  metal  and  painted 
surfaces. This biodegradable environmentally friendly formula rinses off easily leaving a slick free finish. Safe 
touse around waterways.

Glass  Cleaner  is  a  versatile  cleaner  for  windows,  mirrors  and  most  other  glass  surfaces.  This  formula  will 
remove dirt, saltwater residue and bird droppings and leaves a clean, film free surface.

Water  Spot  Remover (Pumice Cleaner)  cleans  hard  water  spots,  paint  overspray  and  mineral  deposits  
from  glass,  chrome, stainless steel, tile and porcelain and leaves behind a lustrous, streak-free shine. Ammonia
Free.

Pacer Marine Glass Cleaner is a ready to use Ammonia Free glass cleaner. Designed to clean and shine all glass, 
mirrors, stainless steel, chrome and trim. Ideal for tinted glass.



Available: 946ml (260800)

Pacer Marine All Cleaner (Pacer Multiclean Plus)

Available: 3.78L (117601)

Presta Marine Hull & Deck Cleaner

Available: 5L (311005) and 20L (311020)

Malco Duplex Heavy Duty Cleaning Wipes

Available: 130 Count (2900130)

Available: 5L (TEAKC5)

Pacer Marine Teak Cleaner

Available: 5L (TEAKB5)

Pacer Marine Teak Brightener

Pacer Marine Acid Hull Cleaner (Pacer Mag Wheel Cleaner)
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Pacer  Marine Acid  Hull  Cleaner  is  a  heavily  concentrated  blend  of  acids  and  detergents  suitable  for  the  
removal  of stubborn streaks from gel coat, fibreglass, aluminium and painted surfaces.

Pacer  Marine All  Cleaner  is  a  strong concentrated  biodegradeable  cleaner  designed to  remove salt  deposits,  
oil,  fish stains and algae from most marine surfaces. This environmentally friendly formula rinses off easily and
is safe around waterways.

X-14 Professional Mildew Stain Remover

X-14  Professional  Mildew  Stain  Remover  instantly  cleans  and  removes  the  toughest  stains.  This  slightly 
stronger,  bleach-based  formula  penetrates  deep  and  works  without  scrubbing.  It  is  perfect  for  removing 
mildew stains from boat and RV hard surfaces.

Pacer Marine Teak Brightener is for rejuvenating tired and discoloured teak. If used regularly it will allow the
teak  to maintain  its  new  fresh  look.  Either  spray,  paint  or  wipe  on  as  no  dilution  is  required.  Clean  first 
using Pacer Marine Teak Cleaner.

Pacer  Marine  Teak  Cleaner  is  a  great  product  for  removing  grimes  such  as  slime,  algae  and  oily  scum. 
Either spray, paint or wipe on as no dilution is required. Rejuvenate using Pacer Marine Teak Brightener.

Duplex  Heavy  Duty  Cleaning  Wipes  are  a  versatile,  lanolin based, dual  sided  cleaning  towel.  Designed  
for  the  toughest soils  on  hard  surfaces  and  hands.  This  citrus  based  formula  tackles  virtually  any  clean  up  
challenge  without  leaving  residue  behind.  Duplex  removes  grease,  grime,  oil,  tar  and  ink.  These wipes 
can be used around the home, in the garage, on tools, RV's, boats and more. Water  Based, Phosphate Free and
Ammonia Free.

Available: 5L (312005) and 20L (312020)

Hull  & Deck Cleaner  is  a  powerful,  general  purpose  cleaner  that  quickly  removes  black streaks,  heavy soils, 
grease and grime. It is great for cleaning non-skid surfaces and boat hulls and is also safe for cleaning live wells.
It is also ideal for removing brown scum lines from the boat hull. This cleaner is biodegradable, non-caustic, 
phosphate free and aluminium safe.



Available: 650ml (166322)

Presta Marine Vinyl & Plastic Conditioner

Available: 650ml (166422)

Available: 3.78L (260601)

EPIC Leather Coat

EPIC Fabric Coat

Available: 3.78L (260701)

Available: 3.78L (100101)

Presta Leather Conditioner

Available: 473ml (134616)

Pacer Marine Restorall

Available: 5L (342005) and 20L (342020)

LEATHER AND VINYL        5
                                                                 

Malco Leather & Plastic Cleaner
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Vinyl & Plastic Cleaner is a ready to use formula that powers away mildew, dirt, grime and spider droppings 
and  protects  and  beautifies  vinyl,  plastic,  rubber  and  leather  surfaces.  It  will  clean  down  to  the  pores  and 
leaves the surface clean, film free and shiny. It is perfect for cleaning boat cushions and other deck furnishing

Presta Marine Vinyl & Plastic Cleaner

Vinyl & Plastic Conditioner protects and beautifies vinyl, plastic, rubber and leather. This premium enhancer 
helps  revive  faded  and  hardened  surfaces.  It  leaves  a  high  gloss  protective  barrier  that  helps  seal  out  the 
damaging effects of sun, age and use.

EPIC Leather Coat is a specialised vinyl and leather protectant and cleaner that forms a protective barrier to 
resist  staining,  clothing  colour  transfer  and  sun  damage.  This  versatile  leather  cleaner  and  protectant  can  be 
used  on  boats  and  RV's.  Leather  Coat  protects  leather  and  vinyl  against  liquid  spills  and  allows  for  easier 
cleanup of  contamination.  This  formula  containing  UV inhibitors  forms  a  protective  barrier  and  produces  a 
satin gloss finish.

EPIC Fabic Coat offers durable protection from stains and spills created by liquids on cloth seats and carpet. 
Fabric Coat is a simple spray on formula that coats and bonds to individual fibres and creates a hydrophobic 
barrier to stop fluids from penetrating the surface. Once applied, water and other liquids will roll off or sit on 
top  of  fabric  surfaces,  preventing  staining  and  keeping  your  seats  looking  fresh.  It  also  allows  for  enhanced 
cleanability and soil release, giving you more time to clean the spill.

Leather  &  Plastic  Cleaner  restores  like  new  appearance  to  leather,  plastic  and  vinyl.  This  special 
penetrating  formula  cleans  all  the  way  down  to  the  pores  and  leaves  surfaces  clean  and  film  free. Water 
Based.

Pacer Marine Restorall provides protection against fading, cracking and ageing while restoring most vinyl and
leather surfaces.  Restorall  is  ideal  for plastic,  vinyl,  rubber and leather.  It  leaves behind a rich natural  sheen. 
Restorall  is recommended  on  boat  interiors,  plastic  and  vinyl  panels,  seals,  visors  and  general  use  around 
areas that need silicone protection.

Leather Conditioner cleans and conditions all  leather surfaces in one easy step.  This non greasy formula can 
be  used  to  both  remove soils  from leather and to revive tired or hardened leather back to its  original  feel. 
Great leather scent and is safe for use on any colour of leather.



Available: 946ml (163032)

Presta Super Cut Compound

Available: 946ml (134532) and 3.78L (134501)

Presta Gel Coat Compound

Available: 946ml (138532) and 3.78L (138501)

Available: 946ml (131932), 3.78L (131901) and 3kg (131905)

Presta Ultra Cutting Creme 

Available: 946ml (133432) and 3.78L (133401)

Presta Ultra Cutting Creme Light 

Presta Marine MaxComplete Compound
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MaxComplete Compound is a next generation cutting compound designed for marine applications. It provides
aggressive  cutting  action  that  remove  P800  and  finer  sand  scratches,  as  well  as  heavy  oxidation.  Use  this 
aggressive compound on fibreglass,  gel coat and painted surfaces for a flawless,  swirl  free, high gloss finish. 
Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones and is water based.

Super Cut Compound is Presta's most aggressive traditional compound. Designed for rotary buffing, Super Cut
easily removes P800 grit and finer sand scratches, in addition to heavy oxidation. It is safe for gel coat, painted 
and fibreglass surfaces. Use with 100% white wool pad to remove heavy oxidation. Contains NO waxes, fillers 
or silicones and is water based.

Gel  Coat  Compound  is the perfect compound for marine applications.  This easy  to  use  and  easy  to
clean  up  formula  significantly  reduces manufacturing  and  buffing  time.  It  removes  P1000 or  finer  sand
scratches  and  medium  to  light  oxidation  on  fibreglass,  gel  coat  and  painted  surfaces.  Gel  Coat  
Compound  quickly  leaves  a  deep  high  gloss  finish.  Contains NO waxes,  fillers  or silicones  and is  water  
based.

Ultra  Cutting  Creme  is  an  aggressive  compound  developed  to  remove  P1500  grit  and  finer  sand scratches  
from  soft  and  aged  paint  and  produces  a  high  gloss  finish.  This  advanced  formula makes  compounding  
ultra-high  solids clears  fast  and  easy.  It  is  also  the  ideal  choice  for  detailing  severely  weathered  and  
oxidized finishes. Ultra Cutting Creme will also be effective on gel-coat surfaces. Contains NO waxes, fillers or 
silicones and is water based.

Ultra  Cutting  Creme  Light  is  a  mildly  abrasive  compound  designed  to  remove  P2000  grit  or  finer  sand 
scratches  from  any  paint  surface,  from  soft,  freshly  painted  to  fully  cured.  Ultra  Cutting Creme Light 
minimised  swirls  and  produces  a  high  gloss  finish.  Contains  NO  waxes,  fillers  or  silicones  and  is  water 
based.

6         COMPOUNDS
                               



Available: 946ml (127632) and 3.78L (127601)

Malco Super-Duty Heavy Cut Compound

EPIC Heavy Duty Compound

Available: 236ml (109008), 473ml (109016), 946ml (109032) and 3.78L (109001)

Available: 236ml (109108), 473ml (109116), 946ml (109132) and 3.78L (109101)

EPIC Medium Duty Compound

Malco Tru-Grit Heavy Duty Compound

September 2023

EPIC Heavy Duty Compound is a buffing compound that removes up to P1500 sand scratches and polishes to 
a beautiful gloss finish in one easy step using an orbital polisher. EPIC Heavy Duty Compound removes severe 
surface  defects  on  areas  exposed  to  heavy  contamination.  Contains  NO waxes, fillers or silicones and is a 
water based, dust free formula.

EPIC  Medium Duty  Compound  is  a  buffing  compound  that  removes  up  to  P2500  grit  sand  scratches  and 
polishes to a beautiful gloss finish in one easy step using an orbital polisher. EPIC Medium Duty Compound is 
designed for medium correction and is  capable of correcting  most minor flaws,  such as oxidation.  Contains 
NO waxes, fillers or silicones and is a water based, dust free formula.

Available: 946ml (120032) and 3.78L (120001)

Tru-Grit is a versatile buffing compound formulated for aged and fresh paint. This advanced formula contains 
special  abrasives  that  combine  to  provide  both  aggressive  buffing  capabilities  and polishing  properties.  Use 
Tru-Grit  to  repair  paint  defects,  remove  deep  sand  scratches  and  heavy  oxidation  as  well  as  environmental 
contaminations on any marine coating. Contains NO waxes, fillers or silicones and is water based.

Super Duty  Compound  is the perfect compound for marine applications.  This easy  to  use  and  easy  to
clean  up  formula  significantly  reduces manufacturing  and  buffing  time.  It  removes  P1000or  finer  sand  
scratches  and  medium  to  light  oxidation  on  fibreglass,  gel  coat  and  painted  surfaces.  Super  Duty 
Compound  quickly  leaves  a  deep  high  gloss  finish.  Contains  NO waxes,  fillers  or  silicones  and is  water
based.

COMPOUNDS    7
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Available: 946ml (130232)

Presta Ultra Polish

EPIC Finishing Polish

Available: 236ml (109208), 473ml (109216), 946ml (109232)

Presta Aurora Hand Glaze

Available: 946ml (190232)

Presta Chroma Swirl Remover

September 2023

8            POLISHES AND SWIRL REMOVERS
                                                                   

Available: 946ml (133532)

Ultra  Polish  works  best  when  machine  applied.  This  cleaner/polish  removes  minor  surface imperfections  
and  oxidation  from  new  and  aged marine paint  and  marine  gel  coats.  Ultra  Polish  creates  an 
extremely  high  gloss  finish  that  won't  wash  away  and  works  best  after  compounding.  Contains NO 
waxes, fillers or silicones and is water based.

EPIC Finishing  Polish  is  a  polishing  compound,  used  with  an  orbital  polisher  for  light  correction  or  a  final 
showroom  gloss  after  EPIC  Heavy  Duty  Compound  or  EPIC  Medium  Duty  Compound.  Capable  of 
correcting  most  minor  flaws  this  product  finishes  in  one  step  producing  a  remarkable  finish.  Contains  NO
waxes, fillers or silicones and is a water based, dust free formula.

Aurora Hand Glaze is a breathable, easy-on / easy-off hand or machine applied finishing glaze  designed  to  
enhance  the  beauty  of  both  old  and  newly  painted  surfaces.  Is  is  specially formulated  to  produce  a  
protective,  glass-like  finish  on  all  acrylic  enamels, lacquers,  urethanes  and  base  coat/clear  coat finishes, 
gel coat and marine applications. Contains NO Silicone.

Presta  Swirl  Remover  is  designed  to  remove  swirls  from  Gel Coat and both fresh  and  cured  paint 
surfaces  while  leaving  a  brilliant high  gloss  finish.  If  swirls  are  heavy  and  /  or  cured,  the  best results are 
achieved by compounding,  polishing and then using the swirl remover. Contains  NO waxes, fillers or silicones
and is water based.

Admin
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Available: 946ml (197732) and 3.78L (197701)

Malco Banana Creme Wax

Malco Imperial Paste Wax

Available: 369gm Tin (114014)

Presta Marine UV Creme Wax

Available: 946ml (166132)

Presta Marine Express Detail

Available: 650ml (166622)

Available: 3.78L (169601)

Presta Marine Hydroprotek Ceramic Spray

September 2023
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UV Creme Wax provides long lasting shine and up to 6 months of UV protection to marine and RV surfaces 
in  one  easy  step.  This  traditional  wax  uses  advanced  polishing  agents,  silicone  resin,  UV  absorbers  and 
polymers to create unbeatable gloss and exceptional protection against salt, corrosion and ultraviolet rays. For 
use on fibreglass, gel coat and painted finishes and can be applied by hand or machine.

Express  Detail  is  a  powerful  cleaner  and  protectant  in  one  that  quickly  removes  light  dirt  and  grime 
between washes.  Great  to  use  for  a  quick  wipe-down  after  a  day  on  the  water.  Removes  dust,  smudges,  
water  spots,  fingerprints  and  more  and  is  safe  for  fibreglass,  gel  coat,  glass,  painted  surfaces,  
electronic  panels  and touchscreens.  Express  Detail  protects  against  salt,  sun  and  weathering  for  bright,  
glossy  shine and maintains your fresh boat wax.

Hydroprotek is an SiO2 ceramic spray on formula designed to shine, protect and beautify your watercraft or 
recreational  vehicle.  HydroProtek  is  long  lasting,  absorbs  UV  rays,  adds  gloss  and  easily  sheets  water  off. 
HydroProtek should be used every few months on a clean boat or RV. This formula is  safe for all  surfaces 
including hull, windows, trailers, wheels and trim. This ceramic spray will bond with gel coat and clear coat to 
create a durable, hydrophobic surface, prolonging the life and ease of cleaning for any watercraft.

Malco Nano Care Banana Creme Wax is a wax made with a unique blend of resins and silicones to deliver a 
rich,  deep  gloss  and  up to 6 months of UV  protection to marine finishes.  Banana Wax can be applied and 
removed easily by hand or with an orbital  buffer.  This  banana  scented  formula  provides  up  to  9  months  of
superior  surface  protection and is water based.

Imperial Paste Wax is made with pure Carnauba wax and delivers a rich, deep gloss. It contains no abrasives 
and  provides  up  to  12  months  of  superior  surface  protection  to  all  finishes,  including  clear  coat,  gelcoat, 
fibreglass and any other non porous, painted surface.



BLACK - HEAVY CUT                                                      REMOVES HEAVY TO MEDIUM SAND SCRATCHES

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT     890088FD

100% WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED  890141

100% WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED SCREW ON           810073

100% WOOL - 9' DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT           890082WDP

FOAM WAFFLE - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890171

100% WOOL - 3" SINGLE SIDED PACK OF 3           890116

BLENDED WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED          890142

BLENDED WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED SCREW ON          810074

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT          890089FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED          890154

FOAM CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED          890136

WHITE - HEAVY CUT                                                     REMOVES HEAVY TO MEDIUM SAND SCRATCHES

GREEN - LIGHT CUT / POLISH                                     REMOVES LIGHT SAND SCRATCHES

YELLOW - MEDIUM CUT                                                 REMOVES MEDIUM TO LIGHT SAND SCRATCHES

GREY - POLISH / FINISH             POLISHING & SWIRL REMOVAL

BLENDED WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED                            890143

BLENDED WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT            890085WDP

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT                890090FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED   890156

 FOAM WAFFLE - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED   890172

100% WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED     890146

BLACK & WHITE - HEAVY CUT                                  REMOVES HEAVY TO MEDIUM SAND SCRATCHES

ROTARY BUFFING PADS

September 2023
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BLENDED WOOL - 9" SINGLE SIDED  890144

BLENDED WOOL - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT           890086WDP 

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT           890091FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890145

FOAM CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890138

FOAM - 6" DOUBLE SIDED SCREW ON                     810119

BLUE - SOFT POLISH                                                                     FINE POLISHING & SWIRL REMOVAL

WHITE - SUPER SOFT POLISH                         FINE POLISHING & GLAZING

EPIC® PURPLE FOAMED WOOL HEAVY DUTY PAD

EPIC® GREY FOAM HEAVY DUTY PAD

RECOMMENDED FOR HARD CLEARS REMOVES 
1500 TO HEAVY SAND SCRATCHES

RECOMMENDED FOR SOFT CLEARS REMOVES 
1500 TO HEAVY SAND SCRATCHES

3" - 840014
(Pk of 4)

 WOOL - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840004     5.25" - 840008

 FOAM - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840001     5.25" - 840005 3" - 840011
(Pk of 4)

EPIC® ORANGE FOAM MEDIUM DUTY PAD        REMOVES 2500 TO LIGHT SAND SCRATCHES

(Pk of 4)
3" - 840012

 FOAM - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840002     5.25" - 840006

EPIC® BLACK FOAM POLISHING PAD         FOR FINE POLISHING & SWIRL REMOVING

 (Pk of 4)
 3" - 840013

FOAM - SINGLE SIDED HOOK & LOOP           6.25" - 840003     5.25" - 840007

7” Yellow Foam Backing Plate 810116       
Rigid  Backing Plate 810129
3" Drill Adapter Backing Plate 810163
Double-Sided Screw-On Adapter     810097MM 
Quik Connect Adapter 890099PP

BACKING PLATES AND ADAPTERS

FOAM - 9" DOUBLE SIDED QUIK CONNECT                   890092FD

FOAM NON CCS - 8.5" SINGLE SIDED           890155

ORBITAL PADS

September 2023
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Malco Wax Applicator Pads

Available: Round (800082) and Square (810011)

Available: Pack of 10 (MF035VG)

Premium Charcoal Microfibre Cloth

Available: One size (MICROC)

Microfibre Knitted Polishing Cloth

Available: One size (MICROK)

Available: One size (MICROW)

Microfibre Waffle Woven Glass Cloth

Available: One size (13000CB)

Pacer's Microfibre Knitted Cloths are perfect for polishing and cleaning. 40cm x 40cm, 100% microfibre and 
machine washable

Available: One Size (810008)

Malco Large Wash Mitt

Available: One Size (810010)

Malco Microfibre Wash Mitt

Oates Value Green Microfibre Cloths are ideal for commercial use. Use wet or dry with or without chemicals.

Oates Microfibre Cloths

Pacer's Premium Charcoal Microfibre Cloths are 50cm x 50cm, 100% microfibre and machine washable.

Pacer's Microfibre Woven Waffle Cloths are perfect for glass surfaces including  windows and mirrors giving a 
streak and lint free clean. 40cm x 40xm, 100% microfibre and machine washable.

Microfibre XLarge Detailers Cloth

September 2023
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The large wash mitt is a one size fits all professional grade wash mitt made from soft, absorbent fibres and is 
ideal for cleaning and polishing boats and RVs.

The grey microfibre wash mitt  is made of a soft,  absorbent material that provides deep  scrubbing capability 
and is safe on all surfaces.

These  soft,  absorbent  wax  applicator  pads  are  ideal  for  a  scratch-free  application  of  wax,  sealant,  glaze  or 
dressing on any RV or marine suface.

Pacer's Extra Large Microfibre Detailers Cloth is ideal for cleaning, dusting, drying, detailing and wiping just 
about any surface. 50cm x 60cm, 100% microfibre and machine washable. Absorbs upto 7 times its weight in 
moisture.



Microcham Chamois

Purple Double Faced Chamois

Available: One size (PURPLE CHAMOIS)

Malco Ketchup Bottle with Cap

Available: 355ml (810086)

Zentool ZEN-21E2 Dual Action Polisher

Available: (ZEN21E2)

Available: One size (890080)

Foam Pad Conditioning Brush

Wool Buffing Spur

Available: One size (810007)

Available: One size (MICROY)

Malco branded high quality razor blades.

Malco Razor Blades

September 2023
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Pacer's Microcham 100% microfibre and highly absorbent chamois is 50cm x 68.5cm. Great for RVs, boats, 
mirrors, glass, tiles, stainless steel, brass and many other surfaces.  Always  dries  to  original  softness, nosmell  
or  bacteria  build  up  and  is extremely durable and will not shrink.

Pacer's  Premium  Purple  Chamois  is  double  faced  and  perfect  for  those  wanting  a  high  quality  cleaning 
chamois. 66cm x 43cm.

The polish dispenser bottle is a squeezable plastic container with a tapered tip and cap for use with semi-liquid 
and  liquid  products  that  require  precision  application.  Holds  up  to  355ml  and  made  of  durable,  solvent 
resistant plastic.

Use  this  buffing  spur  to  remove  excess  compound,  dirt  and  debris  from  wool  pads.  The  ergonomically 
designed handle is safe, easy and comfortable to use.

Available: 100 per box (800034)

The ZEN21-E2 Dual Action Polisher is one of the latest advancements in machine polishing technology.  With
an  orbit  (throw)  of  21mm,  the  dual  action  polisher  has  evolved  to  become  a  leader  in  efficient  cutting 
power whilst still maintaining the safe operation expected from a DA polisher.

Use this conditioning brush to remove excess product from foam pads, even after it has dried. The stiff bristles
also can remove debris from all types of foam pads, while the ergonomically designed handle is safe, easy and 
comfortable to use.
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